
Do you feel that
your child is too

young for
distance learning?



Would you rather have your
child be in learn and play

sessions with a trusted group
of friends and have a
professional teacher

facilitate the learn and play
sessions in an area you feel

is safe?



Be a part of
Appleseed

Montessori's 
Micro-Communities!



Frequently Asked
Questions



Micro-communities are small
groups (3-5 members) of
learners aged 18 mos - 3
years old whose learning
sessions are facilitated by

Appleseed Montessori
Teachers in the learners'

chosen area.

What are micro-communities?



How are micro-communities formed?
Micro-communities may be formed by

parents of a group of Appleseed Montessori
students or parents of a playgroup of

children who all live in the same residential
building and who prefer that learning

sessions be facilitated by an Appleseed
Montessori teacher in their preferred area.



They may be a room in a
common residential building or

the residence of a host parent in
a given micro-community.

Parents in the same micro-
community may also opt to

rotate their residences as the
venue for sessions.

What are "chosen areas"?



How long are learning sessions?
Each learning session will run for two hours for

3 - 5 sessions per week. They may also be
scheduled either in the morning or afternoon.

Learning sessions will include circle time, center
time, gross motor time and a rotation of small
group activities including art, food tasting or

food preparation.



Will parents or companions be required to
join learning sessions?

Parents and companions are only expected to
drop-off and pick-up children in the chosen

areas. Designated Appleseed Montessori
teachers will facilitate the whole class.



Will micro-community sessions be safe?

Appleseed Montessori and the parents in charge
of each micro-community will come up with safety
guidelines that are mutually agreeable to ensure

the safety of the teachers and the students. 



Contact us at the following to
know more and to start the 

set-up of your 
micro-community:

appleseedmontessori01@gmail.com
appleseedmontessorifort@gmail.com

09176482119 09157975787 09272390969

We cannot wait to be your partners in
learning. Hope to hear from you soon!


